TO AUX IO OF FIRST DRIVE

TO AUX IO OF SECOND DRIVE

15 PIN HD FEMALE "D" CONNECTOR (ECK01206)
BACKSHELL (ECK01021)
JACK SOCKETS (ECK00129)

CABLE WRAP LABEL (EIA00113):
APPLY LABELS IN FLAG FASHION SO THAT ALL
TEXT IS VISIBLE.

CABLE LENGTH
CAUTION. CABLE LENGTHS (XX) ARE IN DECIMETERS
EXAMPLE:
PART NO. C25923-30 IS 30 DECIMETERS (3 METERS) = 10 FT.
3.) ALL TOLERANCES ARE +/- .25"

AEROTECH, INC. 101 Zeta Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
www.aerotech.com

DUAL, SINGLE-AXIS DRIVE
JOYSTICK CABLE
(JSXT-26HD 26HD-15HDJS-MAX 300 DM)

REV. DESCRIPTION DATE DRAWN
A INITIAL REV. 12/18 AF

REVISIONS

NOTES:

CONNECTOR SHIELDING:

USE 1-DOT GROMMET
(AS SHOWN) SUPPLIED
WITH BACKSHELL

FOLD BACK DRAIN
WIRE & SHIELD SUCH
THAT THE SILVER SIDE
FACES OUTWARD

WRAP 6" COPPER FOIL,
(EIA00281) OVER GROMMET,
SHIELD, & DRAIN WIRE

(a) 1.5" CABLE
(b) 1.25" CABLE